THIS BOOKLET MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE
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Recreational Survival Guide
Summit County, Colorado

WELCOME

The backcountry in Summit County is spectacular and inviting,
offering many opportunities for adventure. However, you are
entering wilderness where mistakes could be fatal.
This information can truly save your life.
We of the Summit County Rescue Group want you to enjoy your
high country experience—we don’t want to meet you by accident.
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THE MOUNTAIN DIFFERENCE

Time
In urban areas, emergency help can arrive within minutes. Even in
sight of civilization, getting a person with a twisted ankle out of
the woods can take hours. On the popular Lilly Pad Lakes, Buffalo
Cabin, Meadow Creek and Mount Royal trails, all close to town
and seemingly safe, we perform many rescues throughout the year.
On Quandary Peak, a popular “fourteener” (peaks over 14,000 feet
high) on the south end of the county, a rescue can easily take more
than 12 hours.
Air
Did you know the elevation in the towns of Summit County is
8,000 to 10,000 feet above sea level? Every breath has only 70 to
75% of the oxygen of that at sea level. An excursion into the surrounding mountains means only thinner air, making exercise progressively more taxing.
Water
Higher altitude also
means drier air, so your
body will lose water
more quickly, especially
when you are active.
The intense sun at higher
altitude just quickens the
process. Drink several
quarts of water each day
Drink lots of water at altitude
even if you are just hanging around town. And if
you’re hiking or biking, you ought to have a MINIMUM of two
quarts of water per person with you.
Altitude Sickness
Getting adjusted to higher altitudes takes time. Not allowing sufficient time to acclimate, and not listening to your body, can result
in acute mountain sickness (AMS), commonly known as altitude
sickness. Symptoms include headache, nausea, confusion, difficulty sleeping, loss of appetite, coughing and difficulty in breathing. If
these warning signs are ignored, you may become seriously ill with
deadly consequences. If you or anybody in your group exhibit
symptoms, descend to a lower altitude immediately. If symptoms
persist, seek medical care.

THE ELEMENTS
Terrain
Your hike, bike, walk or stroll may take you across snowfields,
boulders/rocks, or streams. If you are going out and back on the
same route, be aware that trail conditions may change. Snow may
soften and may not support your weight; avalanche danger increases as the day warms up. Boulders/rocks may become loose or
slick if wet from weather,
and stream levels may rise
significantly from rain or
snow melt. Do not expect
the way back to be as easy
as the way in, because you
will be more tired on the
return trip.
In addition, because of the
variability in terrain, keep Jan Rasmussen
your group small (five or
fewer). Larger groups travel more slowly, which will lengthen
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the time when you are exposed to natural
hazards (storms, stream
crossings, snowfields, etc.). It is also recommended that people in
your party be of similar physical conditioning and skills. In larger
groups, differences in pace can lead to split groups and extended
exposure in dangerous terrain.
Weather
Mountain weather is unique. Do not rely solely on regional TV
news and internet forecasts, as conditions can change dramatically
in a matter of minutes. Locally, it is the rule, not the exception, to
expect afternoon thunderstorms. Although widely scattered, they
can cause dramatic temperature drops, usually accompanied by
severe lightning, and may bring snow.
If you are not prepared, you can get hypothermia (a life threatening
drop in body temperature) in minutes. Normal body temperature is
98.6 degrees F; even on seemingly nice summer days, temperatures
in the 50s with a combination of wind and wet can easily lead to
hypothermia. Some signs are uncontrollable shivering, disorientation, sluggishness, slurred speech, fumbling, and, in advanced stages,
unconsciousness. You must keep yourself dry, out of the wind, and
get off ridges or high points when severe weather strikes.

Lightning
Most summertime storms are accompanied by lightning, which can
be deadly. If your intended route would take you to a ridge, summit, saddle or a higher point in the face of an approaching storm, it
is best to alter your route.
If a storm is not obvious, signs like crackling noises and hair standing up often indicate the presence of a dangerous electrical charge.
Safety typically means descending if your descent route avoids
those exposed areas mentioned above.
If you cannot descend quickly and safely, it may be best to stay
put and make yourself small. Crouch down, remaining on the balls
of your feet, and insulate yourself from the ground, ideally using a foam pad or other equipment without metal. Without question, avoid tall isolated objects (trees, antennas, etc.). And if well
equipped for wind and rain, avoid rock outcrops, large boulders,
caves, and overhangs.
Finally, distance yourself from metal objects (tent poles, ice axes,
backpacks, watches, rings, belts, etc.) for the duration of the storm,
and beware of being in gullies or near bodies of water.
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PLANNING A SUCCESSFUL OUTING
Know before you go:
• The total distance of your route.
• Estimated time to travel this route (plus a margin of safety) for
the slowest person in your party. Take into account physical
condition, level of acclimatization, and weight of your pack.
• Terrain characteristics: (elevation change, steepness, snow
slopes, stream crossings, boulder/rock fields, established trail
or cross-country travel, etc.). Some routes may require varying
types of technical equipment and advanced experience.
Equipment Essentials
First aid kit: Including a blister kit, basic
supplies for cleaning
and bandaging cuts and
scrapes, and any prescriptions you may need.
You may not be back
when you think, so don’t
take chances with your
medications.
Map & compass: And
know how to use them.
You may also want to
carry a GPS unit, but
never rely solely on a
GPS, and make sure you
have extra batteries for it.
Pocket knife: You may
need this to help start a
fire or build a shelter if
you are stranded overBob Scott
night or in bad weather.
Matches or lighter: In
case of emergency, you may need to start a fire, either as a signal
fire or for warmth or both. It is also a good idea to carry some type
of firestarter, such as sterno or a wide, stubby candle.
Shelter: An emergency space blanket is lightweight and will provide warmth and rainproofing in the event that you need it. A tarp
with rope or cord, or a bivy sack is also a good idea.

Flashlight or headlamp: Just because you don’t plan to be out
after dark doesn’t mean that you won’t be.
Warm/rain clothing: The temperature drops four degrees for every 1000 feet of altitude you gain, and again, weather in the mountains is completely unpredictable. Just because you begin your
hike in 70 degree sunny weather doesn’t mean that you’ll finish
it in that weather. Your clothing should consist of layers, including some type of synthetic underlayer such as polypropylene or
capilene that will wick moisture away from your body, a least one
insulating mid-layer such
as a fleece sweater, and
an outer layer that is wind
and rain resistant. Avoid
cotton, which accelerates
hypothermia. Always have
gloves and a hat; without
a hat, most of your body
heat is lost through your
head and neck.
Emergency food: In addi- Aaron Parmet
tion to daily meals, carry
high energy snacks (fruit,
Always have plenty of food for the trail
trail mixes, candy, honey,
etc.) They will help you
generate body heat, keep your strength up and boost spirits.
Emergency water: Carry twice what you think you’ll need (two
quarts per day minimum). For multi-day trips, you will need a water filter or purification tablets, since most of our streams and lakes
are infected with giardia (a parasite that can make you extremely
ill for months). Check with an outdoor store for more details on
this and other purification methods. CAUTION: Drinking alcohol
or caffeinated beverages instead of water will cause further dehydration.
Sunglasses and sunscreen: The altitude magnifies the intensity
of the sun, which can burn your skin and eyes severely. During
the winter, the sun reflects off the snow, causing you to need even
more sun protection.
Whistle: Should you become lost or injured, the sound of a whistle
carries much further than the human voice and can aid us greatly in
finding you.

Other Equipment to Consider
Appropriate footwear. For hikers, lug sole, over-the-ankle boots
are best. Avoid tennis shoes and sandals. Remember: these are the
Rockies. Your feet and ankles are your only transportation.
Cell phone. It is never a good idea to rely on a cell phone; you
may not have a signal when you most need it. But it’s a good idea
to carry one. You may be able to use it to call for help, or to let
friends and family know that you’re running late. If you have
multiple cell phones in the group, keep only one turned on and
preserve the batteries on the others. And with all battery-operated
devices, keep them sheltered and close to your body in cold weather; battery life is shortened by low temperatures.
SPOT™ or other emergency locator device. As with a cell
phone, it’s never wise to rely on one of these. But it can be a good
thing to have, and we have performed a number of successful rescues based on a SPOT™ device signal.
Repair kit.
Think about
what might go
wrong with your
equipment and
plan for it.
Minimum requirements:
Skiers: Spare
ski tip, duct tape,
spare binding,
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spare pole-basket, baling wire,
Practice with your avalanche beacon
pliers, screwdriver.
Snowmobilers: Spark plugs, extra drive belts.
Mountain bikers: Spare tubes, pump, extra spokes, multi-tool,
chain tool, extra chain links, extra derailleur and hanger.
Avalanche beacon (with fresh batteries), shovel, probe poles for
everyone in your party for all winter backcountry travel. Remember, if you’re buried in an avalanche, you can only be rescued by
someone that has avalanche gear!

For snowmobilers, shovel and snowshoes. Without these, you
will be truly helpless if you get your machine stuck in deep snow.
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Plan on being well-rested and skip a night of partying (alcohol dehydrates you). Start early enough in the day to be off ridges, peaks
or passes by noon, avoiding thunderstorms.
Unless you are highly experienced in the backcountry and
properly equipped, it’s always
best to stay on the trail; especially on peaks. What can look
like a shortcut from the top of a
peak may turn out to be a very
dangerous route that results in
being “cliffed out”. The Summit
County Rescue Group is often
called out to rescue hikers who
have ended up on a cliff, unable
to continue further down or to
climb back up. Technical evacuations for cliffed out hikers are
often long, laborious operations.
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Rescuers evacuate an injured climber
from a steep couloir on Quandary Peak

If the trail you’re hiking has a
trailhead logbook, sign in; it
may be used by rescuers if something should happen to you.

Local mountaineering stores and the US Forest Service are great
sources for more information. They have guidebooks, current
information on trail conditions and maps. Make sure any maps you
use are detailed topographical maps.
Lastly, buy a Colorado Outdoor Recreation Search and Rescue
(CORSAR) card at a local mountaineering or outdoor store. Although the Summit County Rescue Group does not charge for its
services in any case, the cost of the card is minimal, and it allows
us to be reimbursed for some of our expenses in a rescue effort. Be
aware, however, that this card does not act as backcountry insurance. Should you need a helicopter evacuation or medical care,
these expenses will not be covered by the card.

IF IT DOES HAPPEN TO YOU

In the event of an emergency, administer whatever first aid you
can. Remain calm and assess the feasibility of self-rescue within
your group. This may be your best course of action, as a rescue
team is only as close as the time it takes to reach the injured person.
If self-rescue is not feasible, someone will need to call for help.
Assuming you don’t have a cell phone signal where you are, make
sure those staying behind are: warm and dry (insulate them from
the ground, wind and weather); safe from any hazards (avalanches,
lightening, rockfall, etc.); and secure for an extended stay (water,
food, clothing, and shelter). Reassure the injured party that help
will be on its way soon and do whatever possible to boost spirits.
Building a small campfire improves morale, provides warmth and
may improve the injured party’s visibility if rescue aircraft can be
used. Finally, make them STAY PUT. A moving target is hard to
find, particularly as darkness is falling. Orient yourself with your
surroundings, noting prominent landmarks (peaks, streams, lakes),
and if possible, pinpoint your location on your map. Then, leaving
the injured party secure, preferably with at least one person to care
for him or her, send one person (or better, two) for help. Move as
quickly as safely possible.
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YOUR GOAL IS TO GET TO A LOCATION WHERE YOU CAN
CALL 911!

Kids
Kids burn off energy very quickly, and may need more food and
water than you think. They are also very sensitive to changes in the
environment, including weather and altitude. They might not show
signs of hypothermia until they are already in trouble. There are a
lot of places where children can easily “disappear” (get lost). For
their sake, you need to watch them carefully. If taking them along
on your adventure, you need to allow
more time; remember, their legs are
shorter. Even on brief excursions, each
should always carry a whistle to use
only if they get in trouble or lost. Most
importantly, teach them to stay put if
they do get lost, preferably in a sheltered spot. Children are more quickly
found if they are not moving. An educational program for children called
Hug a Tree teaches kids to hike with
a garbage bag (for shelter) and a
whistle, and in the event they get
lost, to “hug a tree” (in other words,
Teach your kids to
stay put). You can find educational
“hug a tree”
materials at www.nasar.org.
Wildlife and Pets
Most wild animals don’t want to meet you
any more than you want to meet them;
make some noise as you hike, by talking to your companions or clapping, and
that will scare away your average bear or
mountain lion. There are always exceptions, however. If confronted by a bear,
Dr. Denise Fair
don’t run; back away slowly, and make
Don’t let your pet get in
yourself look big. With an aggressive
trouble on a hike; the
mountain lion, it is best to fight back in
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any way you can. When camping, make
Group does not
rescue pets.
sure your food is stored away from your
sleeping area, either in a bear proof container, or hung high in a tree. If you have a dog with you, keep it
on a leash and don’t let it chase wildlife. Watch out for sharp rocks,
which can easily lacerate your pet’s paws, and make sure you have
plenty of water for your pet.

AVALANCHE

When skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing, snowmobiling, ice
climbing or during any similar activity, you must be aware of avalanches. Avalanches can happen anytime, anywhere. Your chance
of survival is only 50% if you are recovered within 30 minutes of
the time you are buried! Because of terrain, temperatures, and type
of snow, Colorado has more avalanche deaths per year than any
state in the nation.
Avalanche Awareness
Be smart. Assumptions can be deadly. Before you go, take an approved avalanche training class, read books like Snow Sense or
The Avalanche Book, and check avalanche reports: call the Colorado Avalanche Information Center (CAIC) at 970-668-0600. The
CAIC has been serving Colorado recreationalists since 1973, and
posts a twice daily weather and avalanche forecast on its website at
http://avalanche.state.co.us.
Be prepared to be flexible in your plans, even cancel your trip.
Some things to watch for are:
• Avoid travel in avalanche-prone terrain within 24 hours of a
storm
• Avoid slopes that have been windloaded (snow has blown in
from other slopes and is piled high or has formed cornices)
• Avoid slopes of between 30 and 45 degrees
• Watch/listen for “whumphing” sounds or shooting cracks
coming from your weight on the snow
• Watch for recent avalanche activity on similar aspects,
exposure and elevation
If someone is caught in an avalanche, that person’s best chance
for survival is rescue by his/her own companions. By the time
organized rescue workers arrive at the scene, it is usually too late.
Outfit every member of your party with proper avalanche and
safety equipment and make sure he or she has the knowledge and
ability to use it. Essentials: avalanche beacon, shovel and extendable probe poles.
This is not, nor does it attempt to be, a complete reference guide on
avalanches. If you travel in the backcountry, please take the time
to educate yourself by taking a formal avalanche awareness class.

The Summit County Rescue Group in 2007
Thanks. We appreciate the time it has taken you to follow the easy
steps we have outlined in this booklet. We hope that it may make
your stay a much more memorable adventure. And remember,
a successful trip means coming back to the trailhead safe and
healthy. Reaching the summit, pass or lake is just a bonus. The
mountains will be there tomorrow, and we want you to be there too.
WARNING: This information is intended to introduce you to some
of the dangers of backcountry travel. It cannot be comprehensive
and cannot serve as a substitute for common sense or experience.
We do hope that it may help you have a safer journey.

The Summit County Rescue Group was formed in 1972, and has
been serving the community ever since. We have the training,
experience, skill and equipment to handle any backcountry emergency.
As part of the Summit County Sheriff’s Department, we work
closely with the Summit County Water Rescue Team. We have
several Wilderness Paramedics on the team, and work with the
Wilderness Paramedics of the Summit Ambulance Service. Half of
the team’s active members hold EMT certification.
We have three avalanche/search dogs and handlers. Flight for Life
has a helicopter in the county and participates in a program that
allows us to use it for certain emergency situations and avalanche
response; the National Guard also provides occasional high altitude helicopter support from their training center in nearby Eagle,
Colorado.
As an all-volunteer, 501(c)3 organization, the team appreciates
your donations.
For more information, visit our website at www.scrg.org, or email
info@scrg.org
The Summit County Rescue Group is Mountain Rescue Association Accredited, and a member of the National Association for
Search and Rescue (NASAR). We are proud to serve Summit
County and any other county that needs our help.
For emergencies in Summit County, call 911.
For more brochures, email info@scrg.org

